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Stopping Violation Against Human Rights 
 
I thank you for a new prepared chance in which we can hear voices of non- governmental 
organization from all over the world in Geneva, the demanding justice center.  
 
Now, as a institute of Iranian civil society who manages and protects social victims in the largest 
and the most equipped center, according to our national responsibility due to our special 
consultative status with ECOSOC, from our institute and non- governmental organization, we 
most regretfully announce the condition in Gaza, Palestinian motherhood land as a part of civil 
society based on people intention. In Gaza, women and children became in a very difficultly, 
women and children are the half of killed and victims, and the agents of these savagely crimes, 
although with the free society slogan, are murderer. So, we want to punish these generation slay 
agents and stop violence against humanity in battles crimes courts. 
 
The condition in society which involved violence is regretful, and the way to control it is more 
regretful. 
 
At present I write this note for you; European Union makes his the greatest mistake in his history 
for omission People's Mugahedin of Iran terrorist flow. 
 
People's Mugahedin of Iran terrorist flow hands are implicating the blood of non-governmental 
organization members, public area, journalists, workers, traders, and individuals of our society. 
President and members of the central council of Islamic Republic party and many men, women 
and children in Iran, like Zionists crime in Gaza, were killed all over Iran with their terror and 
bombing. Torture and murder are some un-humanist action of this organization, unfortunately, 
European union supports them and lets them residing and activity in western countries instead of 
trying and punishment them in battles crimes courts.  
 
Aren't these clear violations of human rights and society rights of Iranian? Aren’t these washing 
blood from criminal contaminated hands? Now a day, the number of killed and injured people 
caused by violence are over 1.5 million in Iraq and Afghanistan. Official Guantanamo prison is 
the civilized symbol of American freedom world, for escaping essential land rules. 
 
Now, we want you, who are gathering together to prevent human rights violation, in the cradle of 
democracy, men and women are prevented from entering the educational and scientific centers 
with dressings and over laying which is their authority in personal territory, and they enacted law 
to formalize it; personal territory, which is respected in international treaties and human rights 
charter, is invaded, and here is no ombudsman. 
 
Now, world society and non-government organization want you to investigate the crimes in 
Gaza, Iraq, Afghanistan,  Zimbabwe, Somalia, America and western land, specially washing the 
bloody hands of criminal; decisively and away from political influence; and prepare the 
introduction of trials of agents of crimes against humanist in international court.  
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